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Maine's Declining School Enrollment Picture Not All Bleak for Future
Teachers, Says Researcher
ORONO, Maine -- While Maine is projected to have the sharpest overall decline in
school enrollment in the Northeast over the next decade, the state still offers many
opportunities for future teachers, according to a University of Maine researcher. About
one-third of the state's current teachers will be retiring during that time period, and high
school enrollment is projected to increase, says Walter McIntire, director of the Center
for Research and Evaluation at the UMaine College of Education.
The U.S. Education Department on Wednesday reported that public and private school
enrollment is expected to mushroom to 54.6 million, with the largest growth areas being
in the South and West. Maine is expected to experience a 6.4 percent enrollment decrease
by 2006.
McIntire, who reported similar projections in May of 1995, noted that the most dramatic
increase will be in secondary schools, where teaching positions are projected to increase
by 259,000 or 21 percent nationally. The need for elementary teachers is expected to
grow by 180,000 or 11 percent.
Maine's net enrollment decrease is projected to go from 218,000 in 1993 to 213,000 in
2006, according to McIntire. The state is expected to see a slight overall increase, then its
elementary school enrollment will level out and begin to decrease in 1997, while high
school enrollment continues to experience small growth.
A bright spot for future teachers hoping to practice in Maine lies in the projected large
tum-over of practicing teachers. Approximately 5,220 of the state's 15,000 teachers have
20 or more years of experience and can be expected to retire within the decade,
according to McIntire. Another 3,000 have been in the profession for more than 15 years,
and many of those also will be reaching or considering retirement.
The retirement figures reflect the aging of large numbers of teachers hired nationally to
educate the baby boom population in the 1950's and '60's. Because teachers seldom cross
over the elementary and high school barriers, schools will be replacing retiring teaching
staff at the elementary level and increasing the ranks of high school teachers, McIntire
says.
Technology also will be a dynamic factor in teaching and learning, and in hiring
decisions, McIntire points out. The challenge for teacher training institutions is to make
sure new teachers are technologically proficient and also competitive in the national
market place.
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"While the national data suggest the old adage "Go West" has validity and continuing
appeal, there are and will be teaching opportunities in Maine, as well as elsewhere for
young people seeking professional careers," says McIntire.
Maine native Mark Davis of Hope, a senior elementary education major at UMaine,
doesn't plan on joining the westward expansion.
"While finding a teaching job in Maine might not be easy, it's not impossible," says
Davis. We have to make sure we're as well prepared as possible, be optimistic and
persistent in going after those positions that are available." Davis, who serves on the
Union 69 (Hope and Appleton) School Board, also point out that while enrollment might
be declining statewide, there are individual districts and community schools that are
experiencing growth. "Teaching is more than a career. It's a calling," he says.
For Davis, the quality of life in Maine is too good to leave, and this is where he wants to
raise his family. Even if a teaching position doesn't materialize right away, there are other
options for using that education degree and growing professionally while continuing to
pursue a teaching opportunity, he says.
Nichole Leighton, a junior elementary education major who grew up in Harrington, says
she would prefer to get her initial teaching experience in Maine, where family roots and
traditions are strong. She would consider moving to another state if necessary after a few
years, but still would like to stay in New England, preferably a rural area.
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